THE CEMENT GARDEN:
A CONCRETE PARK
IN YAU MA TEI

Have We
Lost the Plot?

What’s wrong with Hong Kong’s parks? By Winnie Yeung

Did you wake up last Sunday thinking it was such a nice day, you
should really head down to the park and kick the old pigskin around?
Probably not. Unlike our neighbors Tokyo and Singapore, park
culture is almost non-existent in Hong Kong. And contrary to American
sitcoms where hip twenty-somethings hang out at Central Park on the
weekends, people of the same age in Hong Kong head straight to the
shopping malls. Even if they want some exercise, they pay to work out
indoors at air-conditioned gyms.
So why don’t we have a park culture? It’s certainly not the highpowered metropolis thing; just look at New York City. Instead, it has to
do with these major reasons:

Parks? What parks?

Problem: There are not enough parks. And what parks we have are
barely noticed. Ralph Lerner, dean at the Faculty of Architecture at the

University of Hong Kong, admits he does not even remember passing
by any city parks after his first year in Hong Kong. “It’s difficult to say
Hong Kong doesn’t have a park culture when there are no parks,” he
says. It’s a moot point, in other words. Yet the data suggests otherwise.
Right now, most public parks are managed by the Leisure and
Cultural Service Department, and according to them, they are managing
1,403 parks, gardens and sitting-out areas, meaning one for roughly
every 5,000 people. It’s not a terribly small number of parks, but anyone
who has actually been to many of the smaller parks knows they’re not
terribly nice either.
“[Parks] are a rarity – they are marginal and unloved,” Professor
Lerner says. “The park space is underdeveloped, compared to other
cities, like Singapore.”
The obvious reason is of course the lack of space. With high-rise
buildings at every turn and corner, there’s barely land left over for parks.
And who would leave a potentially profit-making piece of land as open
space that everyone else could use for free? “Whoever made the decision
‘unknowingly’ decided to have buildings instead of parks. After all,
building a public park is a luxury,” Professor Lerner says.
Solution: When planning an area, equal emphasis should be placed

on public open space and buildings. “Public open space should not be
leftovers,” Prof. Lerner says. Besides, focusing on short-term benefit from
land sale is shortsighted; it’s common knowledge that properties facing
parks instead of concrete are pricier.

Where’s the fun?

TAI PO WATERFRONT PARK
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Problem: Parks were not designed with enjoyment in mind. Local
architect Christopher Law says parks do not fit our needs and desires
because the government may not have thought of the public when
planning them. “It’s easy to see that the design process of our parks was
not thought through seriously – it’s not just about putting a chair here

No Parking Zone
We stay away from parks because of...

IRON BENCHES
Sure, it looks sort of
nice. But it’s made
of iron! Cheap,
heavy, prosaic iron
that gets hotter than
a George Foreman
grill when the sun
reaches its midday
stance.

FASCIST SIGNS
Peer pressure, drugs and ball games – according to the
government, all are to be turned away with a hearty NO. Pretty
much any park or public area is replete with signs detailing a
lengthy list of no-no activities, including stuff like “listening to
music.” Really, enough of the Red Guard nonsense.

THEIR PRISON-LIKE VIBE
Meander dreamily through a park? Think again – at Diamond
Hill’s Nan Lain Garden pedestrian barriers are scattered liberally
throughout. Apparently you have to follow a planned route
because it aids in crowd
control.
Also, why do LCSD officials
seem to think parks
need to be protected by
three-meter-high iron
fences? What vandal could
possibly degrade the grim
wasteland of the average
local park?

FUN FACT
Of Kowloon
Park’s many
features, the one
that draws the
biggest crowd
is McDonald’s
on a Sunday
afternoon.

and a bunch of flowers there,” he says.
At the moment, most public parks go through a lengthy process of
at least a few years of development before they are built. It starts with
the Planning Department zoning an area and deciding which parts will
be developed into a park or sitting-out area. Then the plan goes into
consultation with the district council who must finalize it. Then the
Architectural Services Department works on the design, which upon
completion is then brought before the district council for consultation
again. After judging and picking the winner, the design is finally
finalized and the park built.
And after all that, the park itself is not even that pleasant. It’s the
little things that annoy us and keep people from hanging out in the
parks. The Leisure and Cultural Services Department admits that district
councils are rarely consulted on the finer details of park design, only the
overarching concept.
Solution: Get the public involved in the park-planning process.

“There are myriad little things that go into making parks pleasant,”
says Prof. Lerner. In fact, the government has tried it before; in 2002,
Bauhinia Garden, a sitting-out area on Luen Fat Street, Wan Chai, was «
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opened based on a design heavily
adjusted by Wan Chai residents.
Law spearheaded the residents’ effort
then, and finds that the garden
was an important first step. “It
is successful in the sense that the
government realized from [Bauhinia
Garden] that this is not a bad idea
after all,” he says.
A not-so-little problem is
litter and general disregard for the
state of public property. Law also
thinks damage to the parks by area
residents would be lessened if they
were involved in designing the
parks. “When residents know their
neighbors may have helped design a
park, the park is more acknowledged
amongst the group and they are
less likely to ruin it, or make it
unpleasant,” he says. Not in my
backyard, as the aphorism goes.
The Leisure and Cultural Services
Department isn’t averse to us getting
involved either. If you find anything
unpleasant in your park, call the
COULD THEY REALLY DO THAT IN VICTORIA PARK?
government hotline on 1823 and
BETTER CHECK WITH THE SIGNS.
your complaint will be followed up.
Your district councilor can also deliver your messages to the government.
And apparently it all comes back to us. Take good care of the parks and those annoying NOthis, NO-that signs will be taken off in no time, the department promises.

Where’s the green?

Problem: It’s not much fun to “relax” in a nice, breezy open space covered in concrete. Take
Kowloon Park, a major regional park located between Jordan and Tsim Sha Tsui. Renovated from
a British army barrack, the park used to have lots of trees, bunkers and grassland. Then it was rerenovated to become what it is now – a concrete landscape whose original state was altered out
of recognition. To add back that touch of “nature,” concrete structures housing flowerbeds, and
flowerpots hanging on the concrete walls were added. It’s no surprise that there’s a better tree-lined
walk down adjacent Jordan Road than through Kowloon Park.
The currrent Planning Department guideline on the percentage of greenery in a park says
that at least 20 percent of the land in active open space - this refers to parks with sports and
game facilities - should be for soft landscaping, half of which must be for planting large trees.
With passive open space, which are mostly areas for repose (or sitting out), 85 percent of the land
should be used for soft landscaping, of which 60 percent must be used for planting large trees. But
this clause follows: “In some cases, these percentages may need to be adjusted to take into account
practical circumstances and pedestrian volume.” Suitably hazy; to see the clause in action, head to
the many sitting-out areas in Wan Chai which feature around 10 chairs and two flowerbeds each;
trees nowhere to be found. Doubtless, “practical circumstances” have forced it so.
Solution: Bring in more green. Victoria Park is a good example – its renovation involved

removing the fences around the park, widening paths but retaining the trees, and thank God,
keeping the grassy bits.
We also need a better park
system to manage and plan the
parks in Hong Kong, argues
Lerner. Right now the Planning
Department decides which area
should go to parks; Architectural
Services plans and builds them;
and Leisure and Cultural Services
manages them, making the process
more complicated than it needs
to be. For example, Singapore
consolidates the park effort with
a single National Parks Board,
managing all 300 parks and
gardens in the city-state with but
one aim: to turn Singapore into a
LITTLE GREEN, A LOT OF CONCRETE SURROUNDED BY A
CAGE IN MONGKOK.
garden city as well as a green city.

What, no central park?

Problem: We have no giant, fun-filled park so great it could become a symbol of Hong Kong,
like New York City’s Central Park. Lerner says it is never a bad idea for a city to have a central
park, but Hong Kong simply lacks the space to build a great one.
Solution: We don’t need one! “There is no need for any grand plans,” Law says. “Just build 100

parks today and the society can be regenerated immediately. Diversify them and make them
excellent – it’s as simple as that.” «
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Park’n Stop
Some pretty great parks

TAI PO WATERFRONT PARK
Yuen Shin Rd., Tai Po
Calling it a hidden gem would probably be an
overstatement but this park by Tolo Harbour
is definitely one of the best in town. It may
be full of signs no-no-ing every innocuous
outdoors activity imaginable but this 10-yearold park is not afraid of striking a difference
with its design. The highlight is its Spiral
Lookout Tower, or “Hong Kong’s Handover
Anniversary Tower” in Chinese, as it was built
at the spot where British troops first landed in
the New Territories. The wood-and-steel tower
resembles the constructivist architectural style
popular in 1920s Soviet Union and nearby
structures are similar. The park is also a mustgo for a relaxing weekend as it is one of
the very few parks in town featuring a large
grass area that people are actually allowed
on. The gardeners do a good job keeping
the landscape in tip-top shape. This is a good
example of a park for all walks of life: it’s great
for kite-flying (park staff even teach you how), cycling around the park or
simply walking along the waterfront promenade.
How to get there: Take bus 275R or 275S at Tai Po Market KCR station.

ZOOLOGICAL AND BOTANICAL GARDENS
Albany Rd., Central.
An all-time favorite, this traditional-style park
dates back to 1864, has a lot of green and is as
close as we have to a zoo in Hong Kong. 100year-old trees line its paths and create a tranquil
environment, while the mini zoo features animals
from a jaguar to sea turtles to monkeys and apes.
The park is especially magnificent when you

consider that all this greenery
exists right on the doorstep
of Central’s concrete jungle
extraordinaire. The park is
one of the oldest in town,
and the management tries
to keep it that way, never
making it too modern or
“user-friendly”– you still need
to walk along narrow, shady,
plant-lined paths to get from
one attraction to another. After all, if you need modernity, head to a mall.
How to get there: Take bus 12A, 12M, 40M, 40P or 40 from Admiralty MTR
station.

NAN LIAN GARDEN
60 Fung Tak Rd., Diamond Hill.
This new garden opened late last year and
it effortlessly stands out from your usual
“basketball court plus a few trees, benches
and washrooms” kind of public park. Nan
Lian Garden is designed and managed by
the nearby Chi Lin Monastery, which has
won numerous architectural awards for its
Tang Dynasty structures. The garden has a
similar architectural style to the monastery
and contains mostly wooden structures – one
of them houses a tiny but interesting museum
explaining how complicated traditional
Chinese structures are. Lots of rare, valuable
trees and rocks here too – they all look pretty
odd so it’s great for photo buffs. There are two
ponds in the middle of the garden, one filled
with gigantic fish. Finish your journey with a
Chinese vegetarian meal by the lake or under
the artificial waterfall.
How to get there: Take the MTR to Diamond
Hill and head out exit C2. ■
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